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The Assisted Reproductive Technologies (“ART”) have resulted in over eight million births to date, heralding remarkable
advances in reproductive medicine with a transformational impact on both medicine and law. The effects have been acutely
felt on the modern family, as well as on a myriad of areas of legal practice—including Family Law, Estate Planning, Contract,
Health, Constitutional, Criminal, Discrimination, Tort Law and, for international arrangements, Immigration and Citizenship
laws. This article examines the historical context, present impact, and future trends of ART and the Law. Its purpose is to
help better understand these unique developments in order to help law and policy makers harness and craft the policies and
frameworks that will be needed to monitor, shape and guide these remarkable possibilities for participants, professionals, law
and society.

Practitioner’s Key Points:
� Medical Advances in ART have transformed parentage laws.
� Third-party ART introduces unique legal issues and challenges for estate planners and family lawyers.
� Cryopreserved IVF embryos can trigger Tort, Contract, Family Law, Negligence and Professional Liability

Litigation.
� Dramatic changes in current trends in gamete donation and surrogacy have direct implications for lawyers rep-

resenting intended parents and ART professionals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A dispute over whether a former or surviving spouse can use embryos created through in vitro
fertilization (“IVF”) during the marriage (potentially with donor sperm or donor eggs), or a cus-
tody fight over the parentage of a child born to a gestational surrogate in the midst of a divorce
with six potential parents (an egg donor, sperm donor, married gestational surrogate and her
spouse, and two intended parents), may be a Family or Estate Planning lawyer’s wildest dream or
worst nightmare. These are real-life scenarios that reflect the legally not-so-simple new reality of
family building options—and challenges—made possible by four decades of remarkable medical
advances in the still-evolving medical field of Assisted Reproductive Technologies (“ART”
or “ARTs”).

This article provides a historical overview of the inextricably intertwined medico-legal develop-
ment of the ARTs and explores the impact of the ARTs on multiple areas of law, with an emphasis
on what today’s and tomorrow’s Family Law practitioners will want to understand as they confront
the impact of these continually developing technologies on their legal practices. Part I explains the
importance of a shared understanding of medical and legal vocabulary. Part II provides a brief med-
ical explanation of what IVF and ART are. Part III tells the “IVF Story”– how IVF developed, first in
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the United Kingdom and, shortly after, in the United States against the legal backlash and reactions it
engendered. Part IV is a selective review of the state of the law pre-IVF and its continuing impact on
Family Law. Part V traces the subsequent development of ART Law to address specific emerging
ART protocols including: embryo cryopreservation (freezing); sperm, egg and embryo donation; and
traditional (genetic) and gestational surrogacy. Part VI briefly highlights the impact of IVF on a
growing number of intertwined medical and legal developments, ranging from same-sex marriage
and parentage, to the expansion of genetic testing that has accelerated the demise of donor “anonym-
ity” while expanding potential tort liability, to increased insurance mandates covering both infertility
and oncofertility treatments, and the introduction of “fertility fraud” legislation aimed at punishing
fertility doctors for unauthorized practices. Part VII concludes the article with a brief look at potential
future ART-related medical advances and reflects on the continuing revolutionary impact of IVF and
the ARTs on the law.

1978 heralded the birth of the world’s first “test tube baby,” Louise Brown, in the UK. Her remark-
able birth was followed rapidly by Candice Reed in Australia in 1980, and Elizabeth Carr in the US
in 1981. Brown recently turned 40 and is herself a mother of two naturally conceived and born chil-
dren. While her birth was instantly recognized and widely publicized worldwide as a medical phe-
nomenon, much less attention was given to the challenges this new possibility for baby-making
would quickly force courts and legislatures to confront. In creating a new way to make babies, IVF
also began to force law and policy makers to conceive a myriad of new legal paradigms. In the
roughly 40 years since these novel births, IVF has become an accepted medical practice, with over
8 million IVF children born world-wide.1 Newer technologies that build on IVF have come to be
known collectively as the Assisted Reproductive Technologies (or the singular “Assisted Reproductive
Technology,” referred to interchangeably as “ART”). The menu of ART procedures to help create
babies has grown to include egg and embryo donation, pre-implantation genetic testing (“PGT”) of
IVF embryos, gestational surrogacy, and seemingly endless combinations of these technologies. Taken
together, they have exponentially expanded not only who can become parents, but also the number of
individuals, both men and women, who can contribute genetically or gestationally to the creation of
babies that they do not intend to raise. Together these revolutionary medical technologies have made
it possible for many infertile couples, same-sex couples, and single patients to all become parents with
some degree of genetic and/or gestational connection to a resulting child.

While the changes and challenges ART has introduced for law and policy makers across many
areas cannot be overstated, the most notable impacts have been in the areas of Family Law and repro-
ductive rights. The impact of rapid advances in reproductive medicine and introduction of third
parties into the process challenge long-standing, foundational legal principles of Family Law, includ-
ing presumptions of maternity and paternity, and genetic relatedness as a premise of parentage. The
rise of interstate and international ART arrangements exponentially complicates both choice and
conflict of laws issues. It is an axiom worth remembering that while ART can make previously incon-
ceivable babies, only Family Law can make a legally recognized family, including defining the
resulting rights and responsibilities between and amongst the various involved individuals and
resulting offspring.

In short, these remarkable medical advances have had a transformational impact not only on repro-
ductive medicine, but on the modern family and the law writ large, impacting a myriad of other areas
of legal practice—including Estate Planning, Contract, Health, Constitutional, Criminal, Discrimina-
tion, Tort Law and, for international arrangements, Immigration and Citizenship laws. This article
strives to examine the historical context, present impact, and future trends of the ARTs and the Law.

II. “A Rose by any Other Name…?” TOWARDS A SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF ART
VOCABULARY

An essential starting point in any medico-legal analysis of the ARTs is recognizing the need for
a shared understanding of essential terms and concepts and, where possible, a shared vocabulary.
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As an entire article in this compendium is devoted to this issue, this section is intended simply to
introduce and sensitize readers to this critical issue at the outset with two key examples: “donor”
and “surrogate.”

In legal terms, a donor of sperm or eggs (either or collectively considered “gametes”) or
embryos, is defined as someone who (whether compensated or not) provides reproductive tissue
with no intention to be a parent; ideally followed applicable law in donating; and as a result should
not be recognized as a legal parent.2 In medical terms and IVF clinic forms, however, a “donor” has
often been considered the individual who provided reproductive tissue irrespective of their parental
or non-parental intentions,3 inadvertently undermining legal determinations of parentage and non-
parentage and prompting parentage-related litigation between and amongst former couples and
ambiguously designated donors.4

Even more confounding are terms that long predate, but now apply to, newer ARTs and proto-
cols such as artificial insemination.5 The history of ART Law and medicine are replete with such
linguistic and substantive challenges. In the area of Family Law, they also bring into sharp focus
the remarkable rise of intent-based parentage. Before IVF, a woman could become a mother in only
two ways: biologically through a pregnancy or legally through an adoption. Intent to parent was
irrelevant to the former, while it required complying with long-established, state-specific legal
frameworks to protect the latter.

Artificial insemination also introduced the possibility of “traditional” surrogacy, again prior
to the advent of IVF and ART. “Traditional” surrogacy involved a woman who had no intent
to parent agreeing to be artificially inseminated with an intended father’s sperm, resulting in
her being both the genetic and gestational mother of the child. She would typically have
agreed to place the resulting child with that man and his spouse, if married, and to consent to
a stepparent adoption (by the spouse or couple, depending on state adoption law requirements).
Starting with the infamous 1987 case of Baby M, traditional surrogacy spawned contentious lit-
igation over claims of illegal baby-selling and violating adoption principles, and led to prohibi-
tive legislation across the US and beyond.6 Even today, many7 countries prohibit any form of
surrogacy.

Today, few jurisdictions recognize the enforceability of traditional, genetic surrogacy arrange-
ments with respect to parentage. In 2017, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws finalized and released an update to the Uniform Parentage Act of 2002 (“UPA 2017”),
which recognizes traditional, genetic surrogacy agreements with additional safeguards, including
the critical right of a traditional, genetic surrogate to have a “cooling off” period to withdraw her
consent until 72 hours after birth, and replaced the term “traditional” with “genetic” surrogacy to
more accurately distinguish it from “gestational” (IVF with no genetic connection) surrogacy.8 As
discussed in more detail infra, gestational surrogacy has become standard of care, with compensated
arrangements generally made through surrogacy recruiting or coordinating programs (also referred
to by some as “brokers” or “agencies”).

The central point is that the legal implications for linguistic complexities that abound in the
ARTs can be outcome determinative.

III. MEDICALLY SPEAKING, WHAT IS [AND IS NOT] “ART”?

The term “IVF” technically refers to fertilization of an egg outside of the body in vitro (“under
glass”), a critical part of a complex set of techniques that are part of IVF and “Embryo Transfer”
(“IVF ET”). These include monitoring the ovulatory process (or also manipulating it), obtaining
and processing eggs and sperm outside the human body, fertilizing and culturing the fertilized
egg(s) in the laboratory, followed by a transfer into a woman’s uterus (with or without prior freezing
(“cryopreservation”) and thawing of any eggs, sperm or embryos).9 IVF opened up a myriad of
treatment options, including egg donation, gestational surrogacy and PGT, and expanded dramati-
cally who could become genetically or gestationally related parents.
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Before IVF and ART, reproductive medicine’s options to help infertile couples—who were
invariably married and heterosexual—were relatively limited. Treatment typically involved medical
workups to attempt (often without clarity) to identify which partner - or both - was the source of
the infertility. For women, treatments were largely limited to administration of fertility medications
such as Clomid to encourage and increase egg development, or in-patient or limited out-patient sur-
gical efforts to open or unblock scarred fallopian tubes, treat endometriosis, or treat some uterine
abnormalities.10 For men diagnosed with, or suspected of, either poor quality or insufficient quan-
tity of sperm, artificial insemination was often the treatment of choice, initially with the husband’s
sperm if possible, and thereafter if needed a sperm donor’s. For a time, mixing an infertile hus-
band’s sperm with a fertile donor’s sperm was an accepted medical practice, with couples told to go
home, forget about the donor, and assume the child could be the husband’s.11 This practice later fell
into disfavor, a development that paralleled and was likely precipitated by the rise in a number of
related factors: genetic testing with its ability to reveal highly accurate genetic heritage, changes in
psycho-social recommendations to favor more openness around sperm donation, and increases in
same-sex couples’ parenting where use of an opposite-sex donor was an obvious necessity.12

Historically, sperm donors were invariably anonymous, and selected by the couple’s physician,
unless a family member or friend volunteered or was enlisted. The initial acronyms were “AIH” for
artificial insemination by husband and “AID” for artificial insemination by donor. With the emer-
gence of the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s the latter term was changed to “DI” or “TDI” for thera-
peutic donor insemination to avoid any confusion.13 With artificial insemination originally
considered a private, if not secretive, medical treatment, involving only intended parents, their phy-
sician, and an anonymous sperm donor (frequently a medical student), the majority of states enacted
succinct laws focused on ensuring the husband was for all legal purposes the father of any resulting
child.14 Indeed, the earliest recorded physician assisted donor insemination in the US occurred in
1884 at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, when Dr. William Pancoast determined a woman
who had not been able to conceive should be artificially inseminated while under general anesthesia
with sperm he collected (reportedly from the handsomest medical student in the class). Only
informed of this after the insemination, the husband agreed his wife need never be informed of the
use of a sperm donor.15 Even as donor anonymity began to be questioned in the 1980ʼs, few states
took up the challenge of revisiting whether laws should also address the interests of offspring in
knowing their genetic histories or identities.16

From a medical perspective, as it has become more common to treat sperm prior to insemination,
through freezing, and/or centrifugation and concentration (“washing”), the lines between simple
insemination of ejaculated semen and processing sperm as part of ART treatments have become
more blurred.17 From a legal perspective, courts and legislatures have been inconsistent in inter-
preting and creating ART laws to include or exclude artificial insemination.18

IV. THE IVF STORY: TAKING THE “ROAD NOT TAKEN”

“…Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
Robert Frost, 191619

The IVF story is extraordinary by any measure and began in earnest long before Louise Brown’s
1978 birth in the UK. This section briefly highlights some of the major medical and scientific
breakthroughs in developing 20 human IVF in the context of the legal and ethical challenges they
gave rise to—and overcame—to bring us to today’s achievements and tomorrow’s hopes.

In the UK, the first IVF birth in 1978 followed at least a decade of joint efforts by Bob Edwards
and Robert Steptoe, a British physiologist and obstetrician/gynecologist respectively, to obtain and
fertilize eggs outside a woman’s body. In 2010, shortly before his death, Bob Edwards received the
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Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for his work, an award many felt had been unduly delayed
due to the controversial nature of IVF and human embryos.21 When Edward’s early attempts to
obtain human oocytes (eggs) to work on fertilization techniques met with resistance in the UK, he
reached out to Drs. Howard and Georgeanna Jones, a respected reproductive surgeon and endocri-
nologist couple then working at Johns Hopkins, and accepted their offer to provide him human
oocytes and work in their lab for several weeks.22 That collaboration led to a lifelong professional
and personal relationship, as both groups continued their respective efforts to develop different IVF
techniques and medication protocols to achieve an IVF pregnancy – which they did in 1978 and
1981. In Australia, IVF pioneers led by Alan Trounson also achieved an IVF pregnancy and birth
in 1980.

Both the UK and Australia responded to these medical accomplishments by establishing national
regulatory authorities. In the UK, the Human Fertilization and Embryology Authority was
established in 1990 and in Victoria, Australia, the Infertility (Medical Procedures) Act of 1984 was
enacted.23 In the US, both public and regulatory reactions were much less centralized. As IVF has
spread around the world, countries have responded with a wide variety of regulations ranging from
permissive to restrictive. Given the continuing medical advances and possibilities that have opened
up, including among others, PGT; embryonic trait, eugenics, and sex-selection; and risks associated
with multiple births, regulation remains a highly fluid area.24

The history of IVF in the US is inextricably tied to both the extraordinary vision and efforts of
one couple, Drs. Howard and Georgeanna Jones, and several serendipitously timed events. As
esteemed faculty at Johns Hopkins until their mandatory retirement in 1978, they had collaborated
throughout their careers with one another and with a number of researchers and scientists on multi-
ple areas of human reproduction and infertility. In 1978, they planned to retire and “enjoy fishing,”
a plan unanimously endorsed by their three grown children.25 Fate intervened in the form of a
request by Dr. Mason Andrews to join and chair the Department of OB/GYN at Eastern Virginia
Medical School, a fledgling new medical school in Norfolk Virginia. They agreed, and on the drive
from Baltimore to Norfolk learned of Louise Brown’s birth. On arrival, a local newspaper reporter
called and asked if IVF could be done in the US, and if so what would it take? “Dr. Howard” (as he
was known to distinguish him from “Dr. Georgeanna”) replied “yes” and “money.” The next day, a
grateful patient of Dr. Georgeanna’s called to ask how much they needed, and the Jones Institute for
Reproductive Medicine at EVMS sprang into existence to become the country’s first successful IVF
clinic.26

The Institute was met with resistance from religious opponents and anti-abortion protesters from
the outset. What had been anticipated to be a routine Certificate of Need to open its doors instead
initially met intense public opposition. A local newspaper published a false editorial accusing the
Institute of forcing abortions of malformed fetuses.27 The latter incident led to a libel lawsuit
brought by the Jones’ and the Institute, which ended in a retraction, apology, and a financial settle-
ment which was applied to the Institute’s ongoing research efforts.28 These difficult pioneering
efforts in such a conservative area of Virginia were successful in large part due to the esteemed
international scientific and ethical reputation the Jones’ brought to the discussion, and paved the
way for IVF to take root and expand to other areas of the United States.

Once established, the Jones Institute flourished as the first US IVF clinic, developing pioneering
protocols and techniques, including the earliest uses of ovarian stimulation medications and human
menopausal gonadotropin (HMG), embryo cryopreservation, and more. Many of today’s leading
IVF clinics in and outside the US are led by physicians who trained there.

This abbreviated medical history would be remiss not to acknowledge the critical role Howard
W. Jones, Jr. held beyond a medical pioneer, as both an ethical visionary and policy advocate.
Invited to participate in an intimate two-day Pontifical meeting at the Vatican to discuss the
“licitness” or “illicitness” of IVF in 1984, the Joneses reportedly realized the lack of—and need
for—ethical guidance surrounding the growing field of IVF. Dr. Howard wrote to the then-president
of the leading international medical fertility organization, the American Fertility Society (“AFS,”
later renamed the “American Society of Reproductive Medicine” or “ASRM”), suggesting the need
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for ethical guidelines. In response, AFS formed its first Ethics Committee, appointed him as chair,
and after gathering a highly respected group of physicians, lawyers, theologians, philosophers, and
ethicists, a year later published, “Ethical Considerations of the New Assisted Reproductive Technol-
ogies.”29 That committee defined an IVF embryo as a unique entity “deserving of special respect”
due to its unique ability to form a human being. The definition was adopted by the first US court to
resolve a frozen embryo dispute, Davis v. Davis (Tenn. 1992),30 and has continued to find a promi-
nent place in the legal lexicon since that time.

From a legal, ethical and policy perspective, as IVF and the ARTs matured, new issues emerged,
including concerns that multiple embryo transfers raised serious health risks of multi-fetal pregnan-
cies for women and the resulting children (leading to successful efforts to make single embryo
transfer standard treatment), insurance coverage for infertility treatments, and more recently the
impact on IVF of so-called “personhood” initiatives. Over the course of his career until his death at
the age of 104 in 2015, Dr. Howard was a passionate and impactful voice on each of these—and
many other—issues. The reach of the Jones’s legacy goes far beyond their medical breakthroughs.

From a medical perspective, IVF and the ARTs have flourished. What began as a treatment to
circumvent blocked fallopian tubes for Louise Brown’s mother and other infertile women, has
expanded dramatically to include, for example, the ability to surgically inject an egg with a single
sperm (from a man with either too few sperm or whose sperm is of limited motility) [“ICSI” or
intracytoplasmic sperm injection], to PGT with its ability to remove and test cells from an embryo
that has developed over 5–6 days in vitro to the “blastocyst” (eight cell) stage for genetic anomalies,
and mitochondrial replacement (substituting donor mitochondria, while leaving an intended
mother’s egg’s nucleus intact) and much more. These advances have helped alleviate a number of
serious, and often deadly, genetic conditions and made it possible for an increasingly large constel-
lation of individuals to become genetic and/or gestational parents.

V. THE EVOLUTION OFART LAW: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT PRE-ART
LAWAND PRACTICE

A. PRE-IVF PARENTAGE AND INHERITANCE LAW

Long before the introduction of IVF, within the US both common law and statutory law had, of
course, addressed issues of paternity, legal parentage and inheritance rights and obligations to pro-
tect both parents and children. Family Law (on which artificial insemination laws were patterned)
largely focused on assuring a husband’s legal parentage rights and responsibilities, while Reproduc-
tive Law focused on women’s constitutional rights to bodily autonomy and the contours of accept-
able intrusions on those rights. Evolving paternity laws included DNA testing to prove genetic
fatherhood and ensure child support regardless of marital status, as well as recognition of de facto
parenting and other behaviors of acting parentally that might suffice to establish legal paternity.31

As to maternity, there was no need, and little reason, to provide legal frameworks to ascertain moth-
erhood when pregnancy and birth sufficed.

For inheritance purposes, common law frequently relied on a presumption of paternity and par-
entage to find a child was the legal child of a deceased man if born to a married woman within a
certain length of time—sometimes codified as up to 300 days—after his death.32

B. PRE-IVF REPRODUCTIVE LAW

Throughout the 1960ʼs and 1970ʼs, Reproductive Law had been defined by constitutional issues
of reproductive choice, contraception, forced sterilization, and the lightning rod of all reproductive
law issues: abortion. Through a series of landmark decisions, the United States Supreme Court in
Griswold v. Connecticut, Baird v. Eisenstadt, and Roe v. Wade,33 had recognized that women had
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constitutional protections against sterilization, and rights to obtain contraception and decide whether
to continue or end a pregnancy prior to a fetus’s viability.

In the contentious wake of Roe v. Wade and prior to the introduction of IVF, many states passed
both civil and criminal statutes designed to restrict abortion-related activities, and some state laws
defined a “fetus” to include an “embryo.” Medical dictionaries of the times defined “embryo” in
terms of an early conceptus in utero.34 Anti-abortion sentiment and reproductive laws that criminal-
ized “fetal tampering” were used to prosecute some obstetricians who performed late-term abortions.
One highly publicized prosecution involved Dr. Kenneth Edelin, then Chief Resident of Boston City
Hospital, who was convicted of manslaughter (reversed on appeal) for performing a legal, late-term
abortion after a nurse accused him of intentionally depriving the fetus of oxygen at delivery.35 A civil
law enacted prior to IVF in Illinois restricting physicians from “fetal tampering” was successfully
challenged by an IVF program and the ACLU on the basis that it was so ambiguously vague that
physicians could not practice IVF without fear of running afoul of its restrictions.36

What the law—along with most of the lay world—was not prepared for was the profound and
widespread impact of IVF. Where conception could once be loosely considered as the onset of preg-
nancy, IVF both revealed and required more precisely accurate timelines and definitions, including
fertilization, cryopreservation, insemination, implantation, and attachment to the uterine wall.37

VI. “LEGALLY SPEAKING:”38 THE POST-IVF DEVELOPMENT OFART MEDICINE
AND LAW

When the first IVF “test-tube baby” burst into the public’s eye in 1978, the fervor over this medi-
cal break-through far overshadowed the legal changes and challenges they portended. Although
much less noticed at the time, IVF, followed rapidly by embryo cryopreservation, not only upended
reproductive medicine, but transformed the legal landscape involving reproduction—a transforma-
tion that continues to this day. This section provides a conceptual framework of the novel legal ten-
sions IVF introduced, with an overview of the legal impact of three specific technological advances
(embryo cryopreservation, gamete and embryo donation, and surrogacy); and a very brief nod to a
few more tangentially-related ART developments.

The introduction of IVF challenged three fundamental legal premises:
First, by moving fertilization of egg and sperm outside a woman’s body, IVF challenged the very

concept of “conception.” With the ability to form an embryo “ex utero,” these newly possible enti-
ties could exist physically separate from a woman’s body. These novel scenarios strained the legal
assumptions, constitutional protections, and applicability of legal principles established by the line
of Supreme Court cases involving a woman’s bodily integrity and right to reproductive privacy.

Within the medical and scientific communities, there was robust debate over proper terminol-
ogy.39 The term “preembryo,” “pre-embryo” or “pre-implantation embryo” were all introduced to
describe these early stage ex utero IVF embryos that were not permitted to develop beyond an 8 cell
stage (usually reached by days 3–5), long before the appearance of the “primitive streak” (the scien-
tific point at which cell differentiation begins and no earlier than day 14). While many within the
medical and scientific communities argued that such developmental distinctions were not helpful,
they have been repeatedly accepted and relied upon by courts in disputes over IVF embryos.
Beyond the scope of this article are detailed discussions of the pivotal legal impact and significance
of these various terms.40 Notably, IVF embryos were then, and still are, only permitted to develop
for a limited number of days before being either transferred into a woman’s uterus or cryopreserved
for later potential implantation. For purposes of simplicity, this article uses the term “embryo” for
any IVF-formed, ex-utero embryo. In short, IVF created novel and still fully unresolved legal issues
and tensions around definitions of “fertilization,” “conception,”41 and the nature of—and attendant
rights to—the embryo.

Second, the ability to freeze or cryopreserve embryos suddenly expanded the time from fertiliza-
tion to birth to potentially decades and beyond. From both a Family Law and Trusts and Estates
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perspective, all of the legal parent–child assumptions based on a 9 months gestation were immedi-
ately antiquated. In 2017, a 25-year-old woman gave birth to a child from a donated embryo that
had been frozen for more than two decades.42 Cryopreservation also gave rise to a myriad of other
novel disputes over embryos—including access; custody and parentage disputes between the
patients who created them; as well as tort, contract and malpractice claims by patients against pro-
viders for mishaps or mix-ups in storing, transporting, or implanting them. On a procedural level,
issues also arose over choice and conflicts of law, and statutes of limitations.

Third and lastly, the introduction of reproductive tissue donors, including gamete donors (sperm
or egg) and embryo donors, as well as traditional, genetic surrogates and gestational surrogate car-
riers, created a growing number of both patients and would-be-parents, all with potentially con-
flicting legal rights, including those of a constitutional nature, and duties owed to them. As with the
other two transformative elements of IVF, there was little directly applicable legal precedent to
resolve such disputes.

These three unique aspects of IVF and ART forced a legal reckoning across multiple disciplines.

A. EMBRYOS AND THE LAW

This section provides only a brief historical context and general overview of the wide-ranging
scope of this topic, as an article in this compendium details the current state of the law on embryos.
Certain legal principles seem to have become widely accepted as applied to the ARTs, while many
others still lack consensus. For those interested, a more detailed historical analysis can be found in
articles by this author and others.43

Over the past four decades, two major categories of embryo disputes have emerged: (1) disputes
between former or surviving spouses or partners over control and use of frozen embryos and parent-
age of any resulting children; and (2) disputes between patients and providers. The former usually
occurs in the context of a divorce, although they may also involve claims surrounding posthumous
use and parentage and bring into sharp focus both the need for—but potential inadequacy of—
clearly documented informed consent to treatment and agreements as to embryo disposition deci-
sions. Disputes between patients and providers can arise in a number of contexts, including inten-
tional or accidental mix-ups of gametes or embryos, and human or mechanical errors in treatment,
storage, transport, and disposition of embryos by physicians or embryologists (usually in the form
of malpractice, negligence and contract law) as well as by transportation entities, cryopreservation
storage facilities, and manufacturers of various IVF storage equipment.

1. The Earliest Embryo Related Litigation

Two of the earliest known US cases involving IVF embryos were brought by couples against
their physicians over treatment and storage of their embryos.44 In 1978, a test tube filled with a cou-
ple’s eggs and sperm were moved precipitously from one program to another in New York City by
taxi when the administration of the first hospital learned of what was then a wholly unproven tech-
nology. Unsurprisingly the fertilized eggs did not survive, and the couple sued. That court struggled
with the nature of the claimed loss, settling on emotional distress, and awarded the wife $50,000
and her husband a token $1. Coincidentally, Louise Brown was born during the litigation, instantly
transforming what had been seen as a speculative, brave new world claim into a loss of a potential
child.45

A decade later, a disappointed couple from the Jones Institute sought to fly their last
cryopreserved embryo to California to try their luck at a different IVF clinic. The defendant physi-
cians argued their consent forms did not address transporting IVF embryos across country, and that
no safeguards were in place for that purpose. The court interpreted the case strictly as a property
claim, ruling that the clinic was a bailee and patients could transport their embryos if and how they
wished. While the case has at times been cited to support an “embryos as property” theory, no
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argument was raised on how to characterize the embryos, and the court did not have to address or
resolve that issue.

In 1995, a large scandal involving the University of California Irvine’s Center for Reproductive
Health broke out. Allegations centered on the doctors’ intentional and unconsented use of patients’
eggs to fertilize and then implant the resulting embryos into other intended parents, resulting in at
least 15 live births, multiple lawsuits, and a multi-million-dollar settlement. Efforts by some couples
over parentage and custody of children unknowingly born from their reproductive tissue over
14 years earlier and raised by other couples, were unsuccessful.46

2. Early “Divorcing Embryo” Cases

In 1990, the country’s first divorce dispute involving competing claims to a couple’s frozen
embryos was filed.47 Davis v. Davis created a media frenzy and enormous public interest as it
wound through the Tennessee courts for 3 years while closely followed on Ted Koppel’s nightly
newscast. Because the clinic had recently moved and not yet unpacked their consent forms, there
was no written record of what should be done with the couple’s stored embryos in the event of a
divorce. The ex-wife first sought to use them, and then after her remarriage to donate them to an
infertile couple. The ex-husband argued that as a fatherless child, he could not accept the embryos
becoming children - even if legally unrelated to him. Eventually, the Tennessee Supreme Court
ruled that the “pre-embryos” were “neither property nor persons” but were entitled to “special
respect” due to their potential for life. In relying on that standard, the court adopted the reproductive
medical community’s definition, taken directly from the first AFS Ethics Committee. The court
ruled that in the absence of any prior agreement, it was obligated to balance the couples’ respective
constitutional rights, and that the ex-husband’s right not to procreate was entitled to more weight
than his ex-wife’s rights to procreate or donate for procreation. The embryos were ultimately
ordered to be discarded, an important reminder that the “special respect” characterization did not
preclude that outcome.48

In the 30 years since the Davis decision, over 20 states’ highest appellate courts have ruled on
issues relating to control, custody, or ownership of IVF embryos, and parentage and non-parentage
of children resulting from them. Commentators describe three broad, sometimes overlapping, theo-
ries of law courts have applied: (1) contract analysis; (2) balancing of interests; and (3) contempora-
neous mutual consent.49 While anti-abortion advocates have continually attempted to characterize
embryos as children and opponents have often emphasized property-type characteristics, appellate
courts have regularly rejected equating embryos to live children, while frequently being able to
avoid characterizing embryos in resolving these cases.50

In “patient v. patient” disputes in the U.S. a trend, if not a consensus, seems to have emerged
rejecting the concept of “forced procreation.” No high court has approved use of frozen embryos to
procreate, with or without an agreement to do so, over a former spouse’s objection.51 While beyond
the scope of this article, genetics, in the form of donor gametes, have at times also played an incon-
sistent, complicating role in deciding which former partner gains control of embryos or parentage
of children resulting from them.52 As egg freezing becomes more widely available and utilized, it
may become standard of care, offering patients a less legally entangled alternative.

Courts have not yet reached a consensus over whether medical programs’ cryopreservation forms
containing patients’ dispositional decision-making should be viewed as legal agreements or medical
consent forms, and the answer may depend on both the language of the form and state law. Courts
that have endorsed a contract analysis have expressed concerns over, and recognized the need for,
medical programs to have some degree of certainty in their practices.53 The sub-specialty group of
ASRM, the Society of Assisted Reproductive Technology (“SART”) has drafted model forms for
its professional members, clearly recommending separation of the medical informed consent for
IVF treatment from a stand-alone contract for disposition of embryos, including discard as a default
disposition provision if other selected options are not available.54 A few states, including
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California,55 Connecticut,56 Massachusetts,57 and Texas,58 require treating physicians to provide
patients with options for unused embryos, including donation to another person for procreation,
donation for research or clinical training.

3. Provider-Related Embryo Issues

Cases brought against medical providers reflect both the courts’ and litigants’ necessarily crea-
tive approaches to crafting novel legal theories and causes of action, amidst continuously evolving
terminology. While beyond the scope of this article, medical and allied professionals sued in civil
courts have been found liable under contract, negligence, and malpractice theories for money
damages in cases involving frozen embryos that were lost or could not be located and for mal-
practice in cases involving gamete or embryo mix-ups (which have also led to contested parentage
and custody claims between the unintended “donors” and unwitting “recipients”). Two IVF tank
failures that occurred at unrelated IVF programs in Cleveland, Ohio and San Francisco on the
same weekend in 201859 resulted in multiple lawsuits brought under tort, breach of contract, and
in a few instances “wrongful death” claims. The latter cases were dismissed by an Ohio appellate
court.60

4. Embryo-Related Legislation and Regulation

Today, legislation within the US impacting embryos outside of the area of Family Law ranges
from regulation of ART practices at both federal and state levels to so-called “Personhood” initia-
tives. While a discussion of such legislation is beyond the scope of this article, a few examples are
noted here.

The Fertility Clinic Success Rate and Certification Act – also known as the “Wyden law” – pas-
sed into federal law in 1992. The law includes reporting requirements for ART programs, a model
laboratory certification program states may adopt, and a directive for the CDC to annually publish
pregnancy success rates and embryo laboratory incidents reported to it.61

Beyond the scope of this article are long-standing legislative and regulatory efforts within
the U.S. at the federal level to curtail any form of human embryo research and through state
initiatives propelled by anti-abortion sentiments to define the beginning of life at fertilization.62

The latter, although largely aimed at anti-abortion restrictions, would curtail IVF and ART
practices.

The annual inclusion of the Dickey-Wicker Amendment in Congressional appropriations bills
since 1996 has maintained the moratorium on federal funding for human embryo research in
the US since the beginning of IVF.63 Although no state “personhood” laws have passed to date
(with the exception of Louisiana’s longstanding law), as of July 2020, seven states have pending
bills.64

Some states have specific legislation regarding assisted reproductive technologies, but it varies
by state which aspects of ART the statutes address. For example, California laws cover the collec-
tion and retention of donor information at licensed gamete banks (Cal. Health & Saf. Code §§
1644–1644.3), unlawful use of gametes or embryos (Cal. Penal Code § 367 g) and establishing par-
entage when assisted reproduction is used to conceive (Cal. Fam. Code § 7613). In Maine, a sub-
chapter of the code on parentage is devoted to parentage where assisted reproduction is used
(Me. Stat. tit. 19 §§ 1921–1924), and another subchapter outlines eligibility of parties to enter a
gestational carrier agreement and their respective rights (Me. Stat. tit. 19 §§ 1931–1939). New Jer-
sey laws cover ART as it relates to parentage and requirements for gestational carrier agreements
(N.J. Stat. §§ 9:17–38—9:17–71).

Language that an embryo donor, like a sperm or egg donor, is not a parent has been incorporated
into UPA 2017 and some states’donor and parentage related legislation.65
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5. Pre-implantation Genetic Testing of Embryos

IVF has also transformed the world of genetic testing by expanding testing for genetic conditions
from parental or pre-natal testing to include embryos. It should not be overlooked, however, that
testing embryos requires undergoing IVF at considerable expense and effort, even for non-infertile
patients. Recently renamed as pre-implantation genetic testing or “PGT,” embryo testing was first
introduced in 1990 by Handyside and Winston, and initially known as either pre-implantation
genetic diagnosis (“PGD”) or pre-implantation genetic selection (“PGS”).66 It is also increasingly
becoming the standard of care, offering patients the opportunity to discover a recognized genetic
abnormality before implantation, and the choice to implant only normal or unaffected embryos.67

Legal issues have been raised around the accuracy of both the testing and reporting, as well as more
recently over how to counsel and obtain informed consent from patients who may only have
“mosaic” embryos (a more nuanced emerging categorization between normal and abnormal) given
as yet unanswered questions as to both how representative a single cell may be, and—after some
children from mosaic embryos were born without abnormalities—whether a self-correcting mecha-
nism may be at play.68

B. GAMETE AND EMBRYO DONORS AND THE LAW

Sperm and egg donation raise several legal issues beyond parentage issues.69 Large private fro-
zen sperm banks developed in the aftermath of the AIDs epidemic when freezing and quarantining
sperm and retesting donors to ensure the sperm was not infected became the standard of care.70

Today, sperm banks have extensive internet catalogues that enable recipients to “shop” for physical
characteristics and traits, review handwriting samples, photos, and even voice recordings, and fro-
zen semen is routinely shipped nationally and internationally.

While from a legal perspective sperm donation clearly “paved the way” for egg donation when it
began in 1983,71 it is also important to recognize the different paths each took to the present time
and the significant medical differences—and resulting legal distinctions—that remain true today.
Egg donation started with family and friends as donors. As demand for egg donation grew, clinics
and ultimately stand-alone programs also began to recruit anonymous, compensated donors. Unlike
sperm donation, however, the medical protocols necessary for egg donation mean every egg donor
is a patient to whom her treating physician owes a medical duty of care. Until ASRM lifted its
“experimental” designation from egg freezing in 2012, only fresh egg donation was widely prac-
ticed and required coordinating the timing of cycles for donors and recipients within a single clinic.
Once egg freezing became accepted, hastened by “vitrification” (a faster and more successful freez-
ing technique), frozen egg banks became possible and have developed in a similar manner as sperm
banks.

Large frozen sperm and egg banks currently offer shipping and selection to a wide range of pro-
spective parents, as well as more standardized practices around openness between donors and recip-
ients or offspring. Anonymity has rapidly become an oxymoron as both direct-to-consumer genetic
testing and the internet have dramatically transformed the ability of donors, recipients and donor-
conceived offspring to identify and reach out to one another.72 From a legal perspective, medical
programs and banks have been moving away from unenforceable assurances of anonymity. An arti-
cle in this compendium details the dramatic changes in this area.

1. Sperm Donation

Early artificial insemination statutes left many same-sex female couples and single women vul-
nerable on the issue of legal parentage. In particular, recruiting a known sperm donor, the often
informal arrangements that follow, and failing to have a physician perform the insemination in a
state where required (regardless of any individual agreement) have all led to ambiguous parentage
arrangements and various outcomes when sperm donors have raised paternity claims or the state
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has attempted to assign paternity for purposes of child support. While beyond the scope of this arti-
cle, family law practitioners will want to be aware of the relevant law in their jurisdiction and help
clients avoid these vulnerabilities.73

ART and family law practitioners have also often had to explain to unmarried couples or friends that
no written sperm donor agreement can protect against a future paternity claim if they fail to use artificial
insemination and instead choose to get pregnant the “old-fashioned” way through sexual intercourse.

Another complication is that family laws and newer ART and artificial insemination laws may
not be consistent. Despite a California law denying parentage rights to a sperm donor, actor Jason
Patric established parental rights over a child conceived with sperm he donated to a former girl-
friend, Danielle. Despite California’s Family Code section 7613(b) explicitly barring a sperm donor
from establishing parentage based on biological connection,74 the appellate court remanded the case
to the family court, holding that although Jason could not claim parentage rights based on biology,
he could nonetheless assert a claim as a presumed parent based on his relationship with the child
after birth.75 The appellate court upheld the family court’s finding that Jason established himself as
a presumed parent and found that the family court did not improperly rely on Jason’s biological
connection to the child in making that finding.76

In response to Danielle’s assertion that the court’s holding would allow future sperm donors to
assert parental rights where a mother allowed the sperm donor and child to have any sort of rela-
tionship, the court found that a “mother wishing to retain her sole right to parent her child con-
ceived through assisted reproduction can limit the kind of contact she allows the sperm donor to
have with her child to ensure that the relationship does not rise to the level of presumed parent and
child.”77 The appellate court upheld the family court’s evaluation of Danielle’s conduct that she
made efforts to establish, rather than limit, the type of contact between Jason and the child that
would allow Jason to establish a parental relationship.78

2. Egg Donation

Egg donation only became possible with the invention of IVF. In contrast to sperm donation,
egg donors must undergo a relatively lengthy medical process including screening, hormone-
induced ovarian stimulation to increase the number of eggs, frequent monitoring, and surgical
retrieval. Potential medical risks include ovarian hyperstimulation, the unknown risks of repeated
hormone stimulations, and other rare but possible associated risks of any medical procedures.79

Fresh egg donation necessitates precise cycle coordination between donor and recipient, carries a
risk of the cycle not producing the expected quality or quantity of eggs, may preclude genetic test-
ing, and typically involves a legal agreement. Egg freezing eliminates many of these complexities,
reduces many fresh cycle-related costs, and may ultimately transform egg donation to align much
more closely with sperm freezing and donation practices today.

Expanded recruitment and compensation for egg donors rose quickly, far outpacing sperm dona-
tion fees, and became a very public and hotly debated issue. Attempts to limit reproductive donors’
compensation by SART through voluntary professional guidelines initially met with limited suc-
cess, and for a time programs followed recommended egg donor fees in the range of $5,000 to
$10,000, at the risk of not being allowed to advertise on SART’s website. A class action lawsuit
related to donor fees removed the SART cap as an anti-trust violation and a second lawsuit found
that donor fees are now considered taxable income.80

The advent of embryonic stem cell research and the need for donor eggs to create research
embryos also fueled the public debate on compensation, and resulted in substantial compensation
disparities between reproductive and research egg donors for whom payments beyond strict out-of-
pocket expenses were widely prohibited over concerns of potential undue influence or commodifica-
tion of eggs, and consequently significantly limited the numbers of research egg donors.81 In 2009,
New York became the first US state to approve compensating research egg donors, running contrary
to guidelines promulgated by the National Academy of Science.82
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The varying degrees to which separated elements of parenthood—intention, genetics and
gestation—are weighted in ART parentage disputes continues to be an unpredictable factor in many
cases involving egg donation, including cases also involving surrogacy or same-sex couples. Histor-
ically, same-sex female couples have been at risk of being mistakenly characterized not as two
intended parents, but one being considered an egg donor and/or a gestational carrier, especially
where medical consent forms and other written documentation were not properly tailored to reflect
their actual intentions. One such case (K.M. v. E.G., 2005) involved twins born to a lesbian couple
using one woman’s eggs and the other woman carrying the pregnancy.83 When the couple separated,
two lower courts initially ruled against the genetic mother based on the women’s conflicting testi-
mony and the IVF program’s boilerplate consent form which characterized her as an anonymous
egg donor. Such litigation within the US has been minimized by the recognition of same-sex mar-
riage, but remains a risk for at least unmarried same-sex couples, and those who intend to travel
outside of the U.S., and an adoption is still recommended for additional legal security for same-sex
couples and their children.84

The rapidly growing practice of freezing eggs for both an individual woman’s own fertility pres-
ervation and for donation will increasingly present both opportunities and challenges to those
administering, offering or hoping to receive frozen eggs. Currently unanswered legal questions
include whether frozen eggs may need to be quarantined as required of sperm and donors retested
(egg donors are currently tested twice before retrieval); how donors, intended parents, and future
children access information about one another; and whether donors may change their mind as to
donated frozen eggs that have not yet been thawed or fertilized.85

C. SURROGACYAND THE LAW

While surrogacy in any form challenges long-standing family law principles and presumptions,
as IVF and gestational surrogacy have expanded genetic parenting opportunities beyond married or
single women who cannot carry a pregnancy, to single men and same-sex male couples, there is a
growing consensus that gestational surrogates—in contrast to genetic, traditional ones—are not
legal mothers. Beyond parentage issues, surrogacy also forces the law to address potentially com-
peting interests surrounding constitutionally protected rights of privacy and reproductive autonomy,
contract law as applied to surrogacy contracts, the legal duties of care medical professionals owe to
each of their patients, and potential liability in these multi-party ways of making babies. From a
procedural perspective, surrogacy has also raised novel forum-shopping or jurisdictional issues
when multiple states (or countries) are involved.

This section highlights the early, foundational surrogacy case law and fundamental legal chal-
lenges arising from surrogacy today, while later articles in this compendium discuss more in depth
issues regarding how surrogacy is undertaken today.

1. Early, Foundational Developments

The 1988 New Jersey case of In Re Baby M is the earliest reported traditional, genetic surrogacy
dispute in the US, and has had a significant impact in restricting all forms of surrogacy in New Jer-
sey and other states and compensated surrogacy of any type in a few states.86 Mary Beth Whitehead
was recruited by a surrogacy program run by Attorney Noel Keane. She received only minimal psy-
chological counseling or screening, which nonetheless revealed concerns that were not passed on to
her or the intended parents. When she ultimately changed her mind, offered to return her $10,000
payment, and attempted to keep the child, the intended parents, William and Elizabeth Stern, sued.
Ultimately, the New Jersey Supreme Court struck down the contract as a violation of public policy,
rejecting the proposition that a surrogate could contractually agree in advance—or be forced by
contract—to terminate her parental rights. Instead it applied a “best interest” standard and granted
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physical custody to the legal father and his wife while Whitehead remained the legal mother with
visitation rights; Elizabeth Stern was ultimately allowed to adopt the child.87

Other early cases also rejected the enforceability of traditional, genetic contracts, while dis-
tinguishing gestational surrogacy arrangements. In a 1998 Massachusetts case, R.R. v. M.H., the
court refused to enforce a contract requiring a traditional, genetic surrogate to relinquish the child,
instead applying adoption laws and ruling any custody determination must be based on the child’s
best interest after birth.88 The court acknowledged that gestational surrogacy presented “consider-
ations different from those in the case before us …,” accepting the arguments of “Amicus” briefs
(including one filed by this author) that, with the absence of a genetic connection, the adoption laws
did not apply to gestational surrogates. In 2013 the Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld a traditional,
genetic surrogacy contract between former friends, but refused to sever the surrogate’s legal mater-
nity rights.89

IVF made gestational surrogacy and thus genetic motherhood possible for women who could not
carry a pregnancy, and laws recognizing gestational carrier arrangements and these women as legal
mothers have continued to expand. In 2018, New Jersey enacted surrogacy legislation allowing
compensated gestational (but not genetic) surrogacy,90 and in 2020 New York followed suit (which
takes effect in 2021, after 10 years of efforts), leaving only Michigan currently disallowing the
practice.91

2. Constitutional Right to Privacy and Reproductive Autonomy

Surrogacy arrangements require balancing a woman’s constitutional right to privacy and right to
contract.92 Roe v Wade’s protection of reproductive privacy and autonomy unequivocally supports
the widely accepted view, explicitly incorporated into some state surrogacy laws, that intended par-
ents cannot interfere with or overrule a surrogate’s reproductive rights by the terms of a legal con-
tract.93 This can become a critical issue if a surrogate should refuse to terminate or selectively
reduce at the request of intended parents, despite any contractual agreement to do so. One state has
recently introduced explicit legislation on this issue.94

3. Duty of Care and Professional Liability

Despite little litigation on issues and obligations for professionals in surrogacy arrangements, a
few significant cases imposing an affirmative duty and professional liability are worth noting.

In two cases involving traditional, genetic surrogates, courts identified a heightened duty of care
owed by both medical and non-medical professionals to all of the participants, and the anticipated
child. Both cases involved traditional, genetic surrogacies arranged by surrogacy broker Noel
Keane. In Stiver v. Parker, a traditional, genetic surrogate and her husband sued after the child she
delivered was born with cytomegalovirus (CMV), presumably contracted from the intended father,
whose semen was not tested.95 The court held that Keane, the lawyer he hired for the surrogate
while signing the contract, and four participating doctors had created a “special relationship” and
owed her an affirmative duty of protection, “marked by a heightened diligence.”96 In the second
case, when a surrogate gave physical custody of the child she carried to the single intended father
who abused the baby to death, the court again found the surrogacy broker owed a duty to the surro-
gate and resulting child, holding the surrogacy program, ICA, “must be held accountable for the
foreseeable risks of the surrogacy undertaking” because of the special relationship between the sur-
rogacy business, parties to the surrogacy, and the resulting child.97

A 2016 trial level case from Maryland illustrates the novel legal challenges medical professionals
may confront in screening prospective surrogates and managing their pregnancies. In Ng-Wagner v.
Hotchkiss,98 a couple sued their physician for negligence after their baby died 3 weeks after their
gestational surrogate delivered at 25 weeks due to preeclampsia. The couple argued their physician
had been negligent in only taking a medical history from their prospective surrogate instead of
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obtaining and reviewing either her medical records or requiring a letter from her Ob/Gyn. The sur-
rogate had not reported two pregnancies leading to premature birth and subsequent death of the
children due to preeclampsia. The defense argued unsuccessfully that it was within the standard of
care to ask the prospective surrogate about her medical history and to rely on it. A $44.1 million
jury verdict was upheld in favor of the intended parents, with the award later reduced to under
$900,000 under Maryland’s statutory cap for medical malpractice.99

This area of litigation has also grown to include the rights of, and obligations owed to and by,
gamete and embryo donors and surrogates, as discussed infra.

4. Establishing Parentage (and Non-Parentage) in Surrogacy Cases

While traditional, genetic surrogacy typically still requires an adoption to legally transfer mater-
nity to the intended mother, as noted supra, most states have recognized the non-maternal distinc-
tion for a gestational carrier and developed alternative pathways to establishing legal parentage in
many—but not all—gestational surrogacy arrangements.

A few early cases illustrate these issues and the role of intent. In 1993, in Johnson v. Calvert, the
California Supreme Court sided with a married couple (who had used their own eggs and sperm)
against their gestational carrier when she filed a maternity claim.100 The Court found that under
California law both genetics and gestation can be determinants of legal maternity and that intent
should be the “tie-breaker” when those elements were found in two different women. Five years
later, in In re Buzzanca, the California Court of Appeals relied on intent, as evidenced by the surro-
gacy agreement, to assign an ex-husband legal paternity for a child born after he and his ex-wife
had used both donor sperm and donor egg and separated during their gestational carrier’s preg-
nancy.101 Similarly, in 2015, a Pennsylvania court relied on intent to enforce a surrogacy contract
and thus legal maternity rights and responsibilities against actress Sherri Shepherd after her divorce
where the former couple had used a donor egg.102

While a growing number of jurisdictions are beginning to recognize intended parents who may
not have a genetic, or marital, connection, experienced legal counsel is essential to ensure a plan to
establish parentage consistent with the applicable jurisdiction’s laws is in place prior to any preg-
nancy to protect all the participants and the child. International surrogacy arrangements, the subject
of another article in this compendium, bring exponentially more complicated challenges in terms of
immigration, citizenship, insurance coverage, and more. Recognizing a gestational surrogate’s con-
stitutionally protected bodily autonomy and reproductive rights, the likely heightened duty of care
owed to her, the very real potential for conflicts of interest, and the need for independent, experi-
enced ART legal representation, should help guide practitioners in drafting and counseling around
legal agreements, including pregnancy management decision-making, and in obtaining legally bind-
ing birth orders to establish parentage.

VII. ART’s IMPACT ON OTHER AREAS OF THE LAW

IVF and the ARTs have also had an impact on a number of different areas of the law beyond
those described above. This section very briefly identifies a number of those legal areas and
resources for readers interested in these related developments.

A. REPRODUCTIVE GENETICS AND THE LAW

As noted supra, the ability to test embryos by PGT has had a transformative effect on both
genetic testing and genetic counseling. This has created or expanded a host of legal issues and
raised largely unanswered legal questions, including: the potential for testing and reporting errors;
the rapid expansion of testing capabilities and standard of care; revealing and resolving gamete and
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embryo mix-ups; how to characterize resulting injuries; the scope and application of health care
professionals’ duty of care and duty to warn; and whether statutes of limitation are tolled until dis-
covery of earlier detected genetic anomalies that were not adequately disclosed. A number of recent
academic articles have addressed these issues in more detail for readers interested in a more exten-
sive analysis and discussion.103

As a fundamental tenet of health care, physicians have a duty to warn their patients of a potential
genetic anomaly that may impact their immediate family members, and this duty may extend
directly to a duty to warn those family members if the physician has reason to know his or her
patient does not intend to do so.104 Whether an egg donor patient’s “family” for purposes of such a
warning should be considered to include any recipients of her eggs and/or resulting offspring, and
how and by whom any such warning is to be delivered, are all as yet unanswered questions.

It is also currently unclear how sperm and egg banks are characterized; what duties of care they owe
and to whom; how, to whom, and for how long they may be obligated to provide genetic information;
and whether any traditional duty to warn family members applies to these scenarios or entities.

B. REPRODUCTIVE “WRONGS” AND NEW THEORIES OF LIABILITY?

Gamete and embryo mix-ups resulting in born children, while hopefully uncommon, are unfortu-
nately a continuing part of the IVF story. Both accidental and intentional mix-ups have been
reported.105 Cases have been brought on multiple theories of law, including breach of contract, mal-
practice, “switched before birth” and more. Recently, a Singapore case suggested a new tort when a
husband’s sperm was discovered not to have been used after his wife delivered the child: loss of
expected “genetic affinity.”106 It remains to be seen what additional causes of action may be devel-
oped for these types of novel scenarios.

C. SAME-SEX MARRIAGE’S IMPACT ON ART RELATED DISPUTES

As the ARTS have expanded parentage options for both same-sex couples and single parents,
these arrangements also challenge longstanding central tenets of legal parentage based on a biologi-
cal relationship to the child, marriage to the child’s biological parent, a preference for two parents
over one, acting as a parent, or intending to be a parent.107 Despite the Supreme Court’s legal recog-
nition of same-sex marriage in Obergefell, and its assumption that both spouses would be parents
of any marital children,108 same-sex couples in disputes about stored embryos, gametes or born
children may still face greater legal challenges since much of the law still relies heavily on genetics
and presumptions that may not apply beyond the right to get married.

Disputes between any unmarried couple involving use and possession of embryos or custody
and parentage of children may also be more complicated than cases involving any married couples.
In a ground-breaking case involving a separating unmarried female couple, the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court held that nothing in its statutes prevented recognizing a former partner as a
child’s presumptive parent under the state’s parentage statute despite her having no biological rela-
tionship with the child or marital relationship with the biological parent.109 This shifting emphasis
on biology, genetics, and intent to parent continues to create unique challenges facing both married
and unmarried same-sex couples in disputes over possession and use of embryos.110

Given these issues, practitioners will want to pay careful attention to reviewing or drafting spe-
cific disposition provisions in both private agreements and potentially amending clinic form docu-
ments for any same-sex clients, married or unmarried.

D. THE FALL OF DONOR ANONYMITYAND THE RISE OF FERTILITY FRAUD

As noted supra, the historical cloak of anonymity that originally surrounded sperm donation
(and later egg donation) in the US has been replaced with a substantial move towards openness or
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“identity release,” hastened by DNA testing and the internet. In this regard the US belatedly joins
much of the rest of the world, where numerous countries have banned anonymity for many years.111

Anonymous sperm donation as it was historically practiced also left room for some medical pro-
viders to use their own sperm, or that of their staff, without their patients’ knowledge or consent.
Criminal fraud charges have been brought in some notorious cases, including against Dr. Cecil
Jacobson, and more recently against Dr. Donald Cline.112 To date, three states have passed legisla-
tion aimed at penalizing such actions as either civil or criminal actions.113

E. INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR INFERTILITY, FERTILITY, AND FERTILITY
PRESERVATION

Efforts to mandate insurance coverage for infertility in the US date back to the 1980s. The
first infertility mandates were passed in Maryland in 1985 and in Hawaii in 1989; both were
limited mandates, providing some—but not comprehensive—coverage for medically indicated
fertility.114 In 1988, Massachusetts enacted what remains one of the most comprehensive infertil-
ity mandates in the country, a result of a two-year grassroots effort, that this author participated
in.115

Since that time, approximately 16 US states have enacted some form of infertility mandates.116

Coverage varies in terms of whether and to what extent IVF is covered, what types of medical con-
ditions warrant coverage, what preliminary protocols patients may be required to undergo before
proceeding to ART protocols, and inconsistent caps on elements such as number of cycles, total
costs or maximum patient age. In addition, the extent to which any infertility mandate covers
patients who may not have a medical infertility diagnosis, including same-sex couples, single men,
and post-menopausal women, have all been the subject of extensive debate in legal and policy cir-
cles and are beyond the scope of this article.

Very recently, fertility preservation mandates have been introduced in several states with signifi-
cant success. These nine mandates to date address the gaps of typical infertility mandates that do
not cover, for example, cancer patients: those who are not presently infertile, but who will experi-
ence iatrogenic infertility due to procedures or medications. These newer mandates require coverage
of the costs of an IVF cycle to retrieve gametes and cryopreserve reproductive tissue in the form of
gametes or embryos.117 In 2018, fertility preservation guidelines were issued by the American Soci-
ety of Clinical Oncology with “key recommendations” for patients with cancer, including that “[s]
perm, oocyte, and embryo cryopreservation are considered standard practice and are widely
available,” and that “the field of ovarian tissue cryopreservation is advancing quickly and may evo-
lve to become standard therapy in the future.”118

F. ONCOFERTILITYAND ART

From a legal perspective, the arrival of reliable egg freezing technology offers the ability to pre-
serve women’s reproductive autonomy and to avoid future embryo disputes with a former partner or
known donor. Today, oncologists increasingly refer their female patients of child-bearing age (and
even younger adolescents) to reproductive specialists for very rapid fertility preservation egg or
embryo freezing IVF cycles prior to cancer treatment. There are multiple reported cases where such
women have hastily undergone IVF cycles with spouses, unmarried partners, and male friends, only
to find themselves in litigation over their future access to those embryos.119 Legal and medical
issues will need to be balanced as the emerging medical field of oncofertility becomes more
established and egg freezing becomes even more reliable. At some point, egg freezing may become
the standard of care even for partnered women. Until then, whether and how women are counseled
on decisions to freeze embryos or eggs raise novel questions as to informed consent and profes-
sional liability.120
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G. POSTHUMOUS REPRODUCTION

As noted supra, posthumous reproduction in terms of the birth of a child after the death of his or
her father long predates IVF.121 With IVF and cryopreservation of sperm, eggs and embryos, legal
issues and litigation have now also arisen over who may access and use reproductive tissue stored
during a deceased’s lifetime, with or without explicit consent, and whether the deceased will be a
legally recognized parent to any resulting child, as well as who may authorize procuring—and then
potentially use—sperm or eggs from a deceased or incompetent patient, and who will be the legal
parent(s) of any resulting offspring.

Regarding parentage, a deceased gamete provider may or may not be a legal parent of posthu-
mously born offspring. In 2012, the US Supreme Court ruled that state intestacy law will determine
whether a resulting child is recognized as an heir, and thus entitled to certain financial benefits, such
as child support, inheritance, life insurance, and Social Security death benefits.122

Regarding use, a decedent’s act of cryopreserving his gametes while alive does not necessarily
imply consent to posthumous use for reproduction or parentage.123 Given many courts’ strong
stance against “forced procreation,”124 it would seem unlikely courts would authorize procreative
use of cryopreserved reproductive tissue in posthumous reproduction without a decedent’s explicit
or at least implied consent. Nevertheless, there are multiple anecdotally reported cases of posthu-
mous extraction or continued storage in the absence of the decedent’s express consent.125

While surgical extraction of sperm from a deceased or comatose individual has been reported
since 1978, with the first reported live birth occurring in 1999,126 egg retrieval would require both
stimulation medications and more complex medical interventions. Such requests have been made
and raise numerous legal and ethical questions beyond the scope of this article.127 Requests for
retrieval of gametes from a deceased or incompetent individual almost always involve extremely dif-
ficult and emotional circumstances, quite likely to occur in an emergency and during an intense
grief process for those involved. Anecdotally, there are many more cases of posthumous extraction
and cryopreservation than there are instances of ultimate procreative use.128 Courts may be more
receptive to allowing retrieval and cryopreservation to be done to preserve the opportunity for future
procreative use but require a separate hearing on any actual use of the reproductive tissue at a later
date. An experienced mental health counselor can be invaluable in any decision-making process,
and directly addressing the emotional needs of surviving family members has been a very effective
way to help navigate grief, clarify ultimate interests and goals, and more clearly address what may
be shifting priorities and objectives.

VIII. “LEGALLY SPEAKING”: THE FUTURE OF ART LAWAND MEDICINE?

Without question, remarkable new developments in reproductive medicine, genetics and technol-
ogies will continue to emerge and outpace the law. Those who want to build biologically related
families with the help of donors, surrogates and professionals, will force a continuing expansion of
the legal definition of “family” and other legal paradigms, including a reexamination of reproduc-
tive rights and its limits in the context of both embryos and individuals.

Remarkable scientific advances are on the horizon. Experimental and still dreamed of develop-
ments include: mitochondrial donation or replacement129; CRISPR130; converting embryonic stem
cells into sperm or eggs for reproductive therapies131; extracorporeal gestation (artificial wombs,
fetal sheep experiments to date)132; and creating sex cells from stem cells of same or opposite sex
individuals133 (which might allow an individual of either sex to not only overcome infertility but
create an egg or sperm and thereby create a genetically linked child to themselves and any same-
sex partner, eliminating any need for a gamete donor).

Both mitochondrial replacement therapy and CRISPR are already being employed. The year
2017 saw the first live birth from the use of mitochondrial-replacement therapy.134 This technology
allows women to have a child without passing on a rare metabolic disease caused by faulty
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mitochondria by replacing the mother’s diseased mitochondria with healthy mitochondria (con-
taining less than 1% of DNA) from a donor egg, at times misleadingly referred to as a “third-parent
IVF.”135

Experimental uses of CRISPR-Cas9, a promising, precise genome editing technology that uses a
tool called Cas9 to literally cut out genetic DNA at the embryonic stage to eliminate certain genetic
anomalies before implantation, are underway,136 notwithstanding concerns over both potential mis-
takes and modification of the germline (for disease or potential genetic enhancement).137 Assuming
the procedure is mainstreamed in the future, there is a possibility that, in addition to social, medical
and ethical debates over the practice, malpractice suits will arise should the gene editing process go
awry, much like the medical negligence suits arising from mistakes in PGT discussed supra.

Past and current assaults on reproductive rights have always had a potential or real impact on the
ARTs, as seen in earlier discussions of embryos, gamete donors, and surrogacy. Artificial wombs
hold both promise and fear. Just as surrogacy has separated motherhood from gestation, artificial
wombs have the potential to completely sever reproductive rights from women’s bodily autonomy
and give male partners—or society—equal rights to end or continue pregnancies.

However reproductive and genetic medicine, science and technology advance, there will be a
need to understand their unique offerings, historical context, and potential impact in order for law
and policy makers to harness and help craft the policies and frameworks that will be needed to
monitor, shape and guide these remarkable possibilities for law and society.

If the history of the ARTs teaches us anything, it is that what was once thought impossible and
inconceivable, can very rapidly become both possible and mainstream. These eight-million once-
miracle “test-tube” babies and all the remarkable advances they ushered into focus have and will
continue to force society to confront the challenges and opportunities they have brought with them.
It is hoped that an awareness of the medical history and developing trends in this inextricably inter-
twined medico-legal field will help the legal community recognize and protect all the participants
and professionals involved in ART family-building and, most importantly, the offspring they con-
tinue to make possible.
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